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Foreword

Metaphysics and Ethics are significant branches of Philosophy.

Since Gītā-Rahasya contributes substantially to both of these

branches, its Philosophical contribution needs to be highlighted.

Moreover, Comparative Philosophy, Meta-Ethics, Applied Ethics,

Virtue Ethics, to name a few, as subfields, have emerged and are

well established in Philosophy for more than a century. The book

remarkably brings out the points of convergence and divulgence

establishing conceptual links between Gītā-Rahasya, on one hand

and these areas in Philosophy, on the other.

The claim is not that the Gītā-Rahasya anticipates these

developments in Philosophical domains. The book does not maintain

that the Gītā-Rahasya is the forerunner of Meta-Ethics, Virtue Ethics,

Applied Ethics and Comparative Philosophy. However, it does

maintain that it is a master piece even if viewed through different

conceptual schemes. The conceptual links are effectively brought out

in the entire book.

Most importantly, the scholarly work Tilak has carried out in

prison is insightful. It provides the Vision useful in leading Quality Life.

It understands and formulates Arjuna’s problem, shows with ample

literary references how it is not a specific problem only of Arjuna but

of all ethically culpable beings who want to live a balanced and

harmonious life full of opulence, satisfaction and peace. Its message

of Niṣkāma-Karma-Yoga has universal applicability regardless of

place and time. The message underlined in the Gītā-Rahasya is

nothing but of “Work is worship” and needs to be carried out

selflessly, disinterestedly. Refuting other views on the Gītā, Tilak
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propounds the tenets in a logically impeccable manner. Therefore, it

is necessary to discern and disseminate the purport of Gītā-Rahasya.

His contribution to Ethics and its Metaphysical basis needs to be

asserted and appreciated in India and outside.

I congratulate my student Dr. Sharmila Virkar, for doing so in a

commendable way. I have seen her as a student and later as a

colleague in the Department of Philosophy, University of Mumbai. I

wish her success in all her future endeavours. Her publication is

most relevant in the centenary year of Lokamanya Tilak’s death

anniversary.

Dr. Shubhada Joshi
Retired Professor and Head,
Department of Philosophy,

University of Mumbai.
January, 2021.
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Preface

The thesis was written in 2006 and is getting published in

2021…

A span of fifteen long years…!

Various reasons can be given but the main reason is that from

time to time my perspective on the Gita-Rahasya has been

elaborated in various lectures, Seminars and speeches delivered

formally as well as informally. However, to see the print is always

sheer joy for the author and it is getting published in the death-

centenary year of Lokamanya Tilak.

The original gist is fully retained in this abridged edition.

As far as quintessence of the Gita-Rahasya and its

Philosophical contribution are concerned, my perspective has hardly

changed over the years. However, it must be noted that now I am

able to view the Text in larger context with widened perspective.

Hoping to capture the same sooner or later.

II OM TAT SAT II

Mrs. Sharmila J. Virkar
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Introduction

Lokamanya Tilak is known as the Father of Indian Unrest

and the Father of Indian Nationalism. He is the First great mass-

leader in the freedom movement. He is considered as the Maker

of Modern India and one of the pioneers of freedom movement.

He is known also as a journalist, editor, educationist, educator,

writer, orator, politician, economist and a great nation builder, but

in my opinion, he is hardly recognized as a philosopher.1 No

doubt, a number of authors writing on Contemporary Indian

Philosophy such as T.M.P. Mahadevan, G.V. Saroja2 and

Neelima Sharma3 have taken note of his views. But, as far as I

know, no one has ever examined his philosophical work ‘Gītā-

Rahasya’, except Dr. Saroja.

Dr. Saroja’s doctoral thesis entitled ‘A study of Tilak’s Gītā-

Rahasya in the light of Śaṅkara’s commentary on Bhagavad-Gītā

deals, of course, with the Gītā-Rahasya. But, her interest is

different from that of mine. She is concerned with the way the

Gītā-Rahasya vis-à-vis Śaṅkara’s interpret the Gītā. I do not

intend to consider literal interpretation of the Gītā. I have rather

focused on its Critical Evaluation. Though Gītā-Rahasya is

translated in a number of languages long back, it remains to be

evaluated critically or “Philosophically”. The present work

attempts to fill this lacuna.
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The title of the thesis ‘Critical Evaluation of the Gītā-

Rahasya’ requires a word of explanation. The Gītā-Rahasya, as

is well known, was written during the imprisonment in Mandalay

for sedition in the Muzaffarpur case. It is a treatise on right or

proper action based on the knowledge called Brahamavidya. As

described by Tilak himself, it is “Brahmavidyāmūlaka

Bhaktisahacarī Nīitisāstra”4. It insists on the performance of one’s

own duties known as “Swadharma” with regard for “Mokṣa” as

well as “Lokasaṅgraha.” To put it differently, it is a thorough

explanation of why and how one has to act. If this is the gist of

Gītā-Rahasya, it needs to be evaluated critically.

The critical evaluation, however, is not to be understood

negatively. It does not mean that the thesis focuses only on the

attacks made. No doubt a number of objections have been raised

against Gītā-Rahasya and still many charges can be levelled

freshly. The thesis does take note of negative criticism. Yet, it

asserts the need to consider the treatise positively too. The

positive consideration or evaluation refers not only to its strengths,

achievements or accomplishments but also to the revisiting its

basic tenets in the light of contemporary philosophy.

To put it differently, it may be objected that in the thesis

entitled ‘Critical Evaluation of the Gītā-Rahasya’, it is alright to

state “Philosophical Contribution” of the Gītā-Rahasya in the

preceding chapter with a view to critically examine it subsequently.

But it is out of place, and hence unreasonable to make an attempt

to reconstruct Gītā-Rahasya. The objection loses its force in the

light of the point mentioned above. The critical evaluation need

not have to be taken negatively. If understood positively and
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meaningfully, it may imply reorganising, restructuring or

reconstructing Gītā-Rahasya in such a way that it is in tune with

the contemporary philosophy and has universal message for the

humankind.

To reiterate, no doubt, the thesis is the Critical Evaluation of

the Gītā-Rahasya. The main tenets of the treatise are examined

thoroughly and rationally. But, critical evaluation implies

Reappraisal of Ethical Thought in the Gītā-Rahasya. Tilak has

described Gītā-Rahasya as “Karma-Yoga-Śāstra” - as a treatise

on Hindu Ethics, Religion and Life. Thus, the ethical component

of Gītā-Rahasya is emphasised by Tilak himself. The thesis is

primarily concerned with the ethical doctrines stated in the Gītā-

Rahasya. These doctrines are viewed from fresh standpoints

provided by contemporary Western Philosophy.

It may be observed that there is a wide scope to reinterpret

or restructure Gītā-Rahasya on the lines of Contemporary Ethical

Theories. As mentioned above, the substantial contribution of the

Gītā-Rahasya to Philosophy is in the realm of Ethics - not only

traditional normative ethics but contemporary Western ethics also.

So far this contribution has been overlooked. Therefore, an

attempt is made here to underline the substantial contribution of

the Gītā-Rahasya to Philosophy.

The Gītā-Rahasya is construed here on the lines of Virtue

Ethics and Applied Ethics. It is compared with Meta-Ethics,

Hermeneutics and postmodernism. It is amazing to realise

underlying affinity between the Gītā-Rahasya and these views.

Hence, the third and the fourth chapters of the thesis deal with
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such affinities, whereas the first two chapters are concerned with

the contribution of Gītā-Rahasya to two main branches of

Philosophy – Metaphysics and Ethics. Since its Ethics is based

on Metaphysics, i.e., the latter provides the foundation to the

former, Metaphysics is discussed in the first chapter. The second

chapter is devoted to the Ethical Thought stated in the Gītā-

Rahasya and its philosophical examination.

By Philosophy, I mean contemplation on basic and generally

normative questions with the aim of providing intellectually

defensible and systematic answers.

For example, fundamental questions such as:

 “What is good life”,

 “What is the Summum Bonum of life”,

 “How should I lead my life”,

 “What is Good for me?”, are answered in Philosophy. In

this sense of the term “Philosophy”, Gītā-Rahasya

contributes substantially, in a remarkable way.

Gītā-Rahasya as a treatise on philosophy or particularly

ethics criticises our traditional, common sense, intuitions,

conventional outlook on morality and provides reasons and

justifications, clarity and consistency. No wonder, it is regarded as

Tilak’s philosophical legacy. It is reflective, critical and rational

enquiry of assumptions or presuppositions in ordinary moral

discourse. It is normative in the sense that it is always concerned

with the value-laden distinction, correct and incorrect ways of

thinking, what we should do and what we should not. Moreover, it

supplies the data for Philosophical thinking. For example, its
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contention that the Gītā has a single definite meaning as Karma

Yoga is difficult to accept in postmodernistic age. It goes against

its own hermeneutical premise that the reader is at liberty to

interpret the way s/he wishes. The point is that the Gītā-Rahasya

provides ample scope for Philosophization.

Doing philosophy is, in a sense, rebuilding the past. It

consists in being acquainted with the works of philosophers in the

past and discussing contemporary issues in terms originally used

by ancient philosophers, but often drawing different conclusions

based on one’s own predefined set of premises. We find that

Tilak has accomplished the same task here. Like Śaṅkara, he

accepts Advaita Vedānta but draws different conclusion of

Niṣkāma-Karma-Yoga.

Gītā-Rahasya is the only philosophical legacy of Tilak. One

may adopt a merely antiquarian attitude to the text i.e., one can

be curious about what is stated therein with the exclusive concern

to preserve the past in its purest form while not thinking of it as

having any contemporary relevance of practical significance. Let

me clarify that I do not approach the text with such attitude. What

makes it worth studying in the 21st century is that its problems

are living issues for humankind and that is why his attempts to

solve the same are worth considering even after a century5. The

task of its philosophical consideration is taken up here with the

idea that its philosophy might actually be put to use making

difference in our daily lives and is not confined to Ivory Towers.

To put it differently, Gītā-Rahasya has the capacity to invigorate

the present. Its theme has the universal appeal and hence it is

relevant even in the 21st century. This century echoes many of
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the concerns of Gītā-Rahasya, particularly the problem of Conflict

of Duties. When violence is rampant at national as well as

international fronts, at micro as well as macro level, the question

arises – Is one supposed to give up the fight in resignation or to

fight the battle “Philosophically”? The Gītā-Rahasya provides the

answer unambiguously, definitely and conclusively. Thus, Gītā-

Rahasya is related to life situations even in the third millennium

as it is living, vibrant and thriving.

The Gītā-Rahasya is the monumental work or magnum opus

reflecting Tilak’s great scholarship, boldness of thought and deep

sense of spirituality. Tilak is known for his determination to bring

out such a treatise which will make the century proud. No doubt,

he has authored ‘Gītā-Rahasya’ which is a stalwart in the 20th

century under specific socio political conditions prevalent in India.

However, for a skeptical mind, there may be a problem. After

almost a century, can the same be said about it? Does it still hold

well in Free India “envisioning 2020/2120”?

It may be held that like “Bhagavad-Gītā”, even “Gītā-

Rahasya” contains the Eternal Truth. The decade from 1915-

1925 is sometimes referred to as “The Gītā-Rahasya Yuga.”

Actually, not only for a decade or two, but at all times it can

address various issues satisfactorily.

My aim is to bring out the Philosophical contribution of “Gītā-

Rahaysa” and to evaluate it critically, i.e., to examine it carefully,

impartially and cautiously without any prejudice. It is the free,

impartial enquiry. I want to understand and evaluate views

expressed therein in the light of peculiar needs, interests,
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perspectives and understanding of the present generation. Hence,

wherever appropriate, I do not hesitate to make my views clear,

but the tone is suggestive rather than dogmatic and all views are

treated as fairly, thoroughly and precisely as possible.

It is sometimes opined that it is not possible to repudiate,

refute or deconstruct any of the masterpieces in Philosophy. It is,

rather, wiser to repossess, restructure and reappreciate such

ideational works. With this view, I have undertaken the task of

reviewing Gītā-Rahasya.

To summarise, the Gītā-Rahasya is studied here with two –

fold aim – to bring out its philosophical contribution and to

consider its contention critically, implying its reorganisation on the

one hand, and to decide whether it has any contemporary

relevance, if judged with the conceptual framework provided by

western philosophy. Of course, these two aims are not altogether

different. The two do go hand in hand. Thus, by employing the

Western apparatus, contribution of Gītā-Rahasya to lore of

Western Philosophy is brought out.

As pointed out by H. Gene Blocker,6 like many cultural

products, the history of philosophy tends to go through a

predictable cycle of different stages – first a period of exciting

innovation, followed by a period of more sober consolidation and

coming finally to a period of decline in which philosophy becomes

momentarily exhausted only to be reawakened once more by a

return to the original phase of the cycle, a new period of exciting

innovation and then the cycle begins again. If so, then the

question arises, how does Gītā-Rahasya fit in this scheme?
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When it was written, it was an exciting innovation followed by its

consideration, deliberation and reflection. Though its message is

significant at all times, it was not recognised to be so.

Consequently, it had a period of decline. Now the need is being

felt to reconsider, reassess, and reinterpret it as an innovation

clarifying its fresh relevance in the 21st century. The thesis,

therefore, aims at indicating the philosophical contribution of Tilak

in the form of the Gītā-Rahasya and shows its bearing on the

present century.

Before proceeding to the first chapter, it is necessary to

clarify why the thesis has not considered “External Examination of

the Gītā”. The Gītā-Rahasya7 distinguishes between Internal and

External Examination of the Bhagavad-Gītā. In its Internal

examination, the book is considered as a whole and its inner

meaning, the import, the implied meaning, the conclusions sought

to be proved are considered. Where, when, why, how and by

whom the book was written are the questions considered in the

external examination of the book. Grammarians, historians,

sociologists, psychologists, scholars interested in religious

studies are concerned with these external aspects. It is difficult to

maintain a puritan standpoint in the postmodern era where

interdisciplinary studies are encouraged and the topics are

overlapping. I propose to undertake only the Internal Examination

of Gītā-Rahasya with the belief that it is Philosophy which deals

with certain fundamental ideas and ideas are regarded as tools

with which we describe and interpret our experiences and the

world around us. These fundamental ideas are most likely to

invite philosophical investigation. Philosophy is, in a sense,
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rational enquiry which stresses on Argumentation, Logic, Critical

Thinking and Reasoning. It is interested in finding justification that

makes some views more plausible than others. In other words,

Tilak supports his contention by a series of arguments and his

rigorous argumentation on Internal Examination is more

philosophical and more pertinent than the External examination.

Interestingly, Tilak himself focused only on the Internal

examination bracketing off the External one as having merely

historical significance while delivering the lectures publicly on the

gist of the Gītā-Rahasya during Ganesh festival8. Hence, there is

no reference to the External examination, and the thesis also

deals only with the Internal examination of the Gītā stated in the

Gītā-Rahasya.

With these introductory words, let us begin with metaphysics

as stated in the Gītā-Rahasya, keeping in mind that it is

Metaphysics which forms the foundation of Ethics.
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